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QUESTION 1

Identify the export type that is not supported in an Express Report. 

A. CSV 

B. RTF 

C. PowerPoint 

D. Excel 

E. PDF 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify two scenarios in which the user can select the "Release Pick Info" option in the Wave Inquiry UI to generate the
wave information for MHE systems. (Choose two.) 

A. after wave picking has started for all allocations (alloc_qty>packed_qty, but packed_qty>0) 

B. if all the lines are picked (if allocations packed qty=alloc qty) for all the allocations 

C. after wave picking has started, but some allocations have not been picked yet (allocations having packed_qty=0) 

D. packed_qty not evaluated when sending Wave Pick Info 

E. if picking has not started for the wave 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

You are configuring the WMS Cloud to have multiple facilities and, as an added measure of control, you 

want to easily identity the facility by looking at the barcode printed on the outbound carton. 

Identify two valid configurations that are available in the Sequence Counter UI that you can use for the 

OBLPN. (Choose two.) 

A. You can set up the count increment in Facility 1 to increase by 1, the count increment in Facility 2 to increment by 2,
and so on. 

B. You can set up the sequence counter OBLPN to "Append Facility Code to Prefix". 

C. You can specify different counts for the different facilitates within the Sequence Counter. 

D. You can configure the sequence length for this facility to be different from the other facilities. 
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E. You can specify the "Color Code" in the Sequence Counter. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are monitoring the progress of the picking wave and notice that a rush order needs to be picked 

immediately. 

Which two steps should you take to complete the Picking Tasks as soon as possible? (Choose two.) 

A. Select the tasks in the Tasks UI, and confirm the pick in the UI. 

B. Select the tasks in the Tasks UI, select Cancel Task, and re-run the wave. 

C. Manually take the inventory from the location to the shipping area. 

D. Select the tasks and in the Tasks UI, select Change Task Priority to give the task a higher priority. 

E. Select the tasks in the Tasks UI, select Assign user, and let the picker know that he/she is to select the tasks for
immediate pick. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two REST API actions are supported by Oracle WMS Cloud? (Choose two.) 

A. SEND 

B. RECEIVE 

C. DELETE 

D. GET 

E. POST 

Correct Answer: DE 
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